These finish sample approval numbers are allowed for any of our (8) Standard Veneers - Red and White Oak, White and Natural Birch, White Maple, Walnut, Mahogany and Cherry. Other veneers will require a standard finish sample set to be ordered and approved prior to order submittal.

The entire finish sample number is required:
- **(SG)** tells us this is a standard finish color
- **091015** tells us when the batch was manufactured. Standard finish samples are valid for (3) years.
- **N01-05** tells us what color you are looking to use on your order
**HOW TO ENTER FINISH APPROVAL NUMBERS**

2 | **Eggers’ 01 Clear Finish** - Use the Standard Finish Sample Number for 01 Clear or Waive your Finish Sample

Other Useful Resources found at eggersindustries.com

- **Standard Finish Samples** - This launch flyer explains the process in further detail.

3 | **Custom Finish Color or Non-Standard Veneer** - The Finish Sample Number Generated from Sample Sets of (3) can be used at any time and is required for veneers other than our standard eight, horizontal grain layup, exterior finishes and special flitches.